Cosplayflex
Bracer
By Pinky Cosplay

Materials:
To create an easy bracer, you will need the following
materials and tools. If you want to create a more delicate
design, you may need additional materials, that are not listed,
since this is a beginner tutorial.
- 1 Sheet Cosplayflex Size M
- 20cm x 30cm Cosplayflex Foam
- Scissors
- Heat gun
- Wax Paper
- Pen
- Acrylic Paint
- Automotive Filler Primer or Wood Glue
- Duct Tape
- Clear Wrap
- A Sculpting Tool or Spoon
- Brushes
- Paper
- 50g of Cosplayflex Crystal
- Glass Paint
- Clear Coat
This may seem like a lot, but the tools can be used for several
projects. You will also only need just a little bit of wax paper,
duct tape and clear wrap – not the full roll. You may also have
some of the materials already at home.

Pattern:
After you gathered all the materials need, you need to create
a pattern for your bracer. This is easy! Just wrap your arm
with clear warp and duct tape and draw the shape of your
bracer on the duct tape. Then cut your pattern lose and cut
along the drawn shape of your bracer pattern. You can then
trace your duct tape pattern onto a piece of paper.

Construction:
Now that we have the pattern, we can start with the
construction.

First you must trace your pattern
and cut it out of foam.

Next you will have to use the sheet
of Cosplayflex and cut off a slightly
bigger piece than your foam bracer.

Put the Cosplayflex onto your wax
paper with the shiny side facing you.
Heat it up with the heat gun until
the Cosplayflex is soft.

Now press your foam bracer onto the
Cosplayflex, it will stick without using
glue!

Turn it around and use your sculpting
tool or spoon to press down the
edges. Since we still have a lot of
Cosplayflex left you may just fold it
over to create a clean edge but in my
opinion, there is an easier method:

Take Cosplayflex scraps and cut them
into strips of 1cm. Use them on the
backside of your bracer (The side
that is not covered in Cosplayflex
yet) to create a Cosplayflex-FoamCosplayflex Sandwich on the edges.

Use your spoon or sculpting tool
again to make sharp edges.

Cut the excess.

Now onto the last step: Gently heat
up the whole bracer again and
shape it by using an empty water
bottle or your arm (be careful not
to burn yourself!).

Details:
Of course, our bracer does not look like the one on the cover
yet! That’s because we are missing details. I will now explain
the two basic detailing techniques, that were used to create
the bracer on the cover:
First of: Always save your
Cosplayflex scraps! You can
use them to create
wonderful details. Just heat
them up and gently roll them
on wax paper with your
fingers.

If you are using a rolling pin you can
create whole new sheets of Cosplayflex
this way! But back to our finger
technique: Your Scarps will start to look
like noodles.

You can then press
attach them to your
bracer while they’re still
warm. I used them, to
create a border around
the edge.

Another easy technique for details is to
create little gemstones. You don’t even
have to learn how to cast resin to create
those beautiful eyecatchers! Just
carefully heat up some Cosplayflex Clear
and shape it into gemstones. You can
then attach them to your bracer by
heating up the backside of your
gemstone.

By varying the size and shape of your details you can create
unique patterns and designs that match a character or your
imagination. For the bracer on the cover I used my sculpting
tool and a sewing pin on my detail noodles, to create the
wood patterns and the organic look. Here are some examples
or different bracers that I created in the past:

Paint:
To explain the painting process I sectioned the bracer to show
the steps that are in between layers. Of course, you will use
each step on the whole bracer:

The raw
Cosplayflex
bracer

This part is sprayed
with two light coats
of automotive filler
primer, but you can
also use woodglue!

Basic Acrylic Paint
applied over a
Black Base Coat.
I Used Brown and
Gold

I used Opaque Green
Acrylics over the Gold to
create a stained-Glass
look. Also colored the
Gems with Glass paint and
used a different shade of
Brown for the wood
parts

Here I used Iridescent
Acrylics to further
enhance the glass effect. I
also used some black and
white acrylics for the
details on the wood and to
add shadows. On the glass
parts and the gems, I used a
shiny Clear Coat to finish
off the design.

Further information:
If you liked this little tutorial and seek further information on
how to create cosplays or props check out my Facebook,
Instagram, or Twitter: PinkyCosplay. I am always happy to
help and provide tutorials whenever I see fit.
For the materials needed check out www.cosplayflex.com
and look at the gallery, where you can get some inspiration
what else can be made with Cosplayflex. Antlers, swords,
whole armors – your imagination is the limit.

